
Rules Sheet – August Midweek 

Ravisloe - Tuesday, August 17th 2021 

 Low  – Black Tees      High - Hybrid (Gray) Tees 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Closest to the pin:    Low - 4 & 15 / High - 6 & 15 

Rake and place in all bunkers. (If no rakes, smooth area with foot or club and replace ball.) 

There are no OB or Hazard markers. All fences and roads bordering the course are OB. There 

is a creek running between 13-16 and a pond on 7. Play both as penalty areas. The roads on 

the interior of the course are not OB. You may take relief if needed. 

Hole 10 has the entrance road to the course running across it. Please drive carefully and be 

cognizant of golfers on the hole when driving on the road, and of cars when teeing off on 10. 

Hole 7 is a par 3. You may utilize the drop area if the you hit it into the pond.  

There is uncut long grass mainly on the back 9. Most is significantly left or right of the 

fairway. You may play as a penalty area whether you find your ball or not. You may play it as 

it lies without penalty if you find it. 

NEW SCORING PROCEDURE  
Prior to the tournament, please download the Golf Genius mobile app on your smart 
phones. Just search for Golf Genius (it’s free)  
 
On tournament day, you will be given a Golf Genius scorecard prior to teeing off.   

● One side of the card will be your official scorecard. Use this to keep score according to 
the instructions printed on the back of the scorecard.  

● The GGID is also printed on the scorecard.  
● Pick one player in your group to enter scores in the Golf Genius app by logging in with 

the GGID. Others in foursome can use GGID to see leaderboard but only 1 should do 
the LIVE scoring.  

○ Each player keeps score on their scorecard for the group.  
○ After the round, verify the scores and sign the scorecard. 
○ Turn in the scorecard to the TD (who will verify and/or post scores in Golf 

Genius). 
 

Covid protocols as needed.  Masks are required for entrance into clubhouse (if un-

vaccinated) 


